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Written-only Testimony for Thursday, August 12, 2021 in Overland Park

From: Vicki Kohl

To: The Joint House and Senate Committees on Redistricting
Re: Fair & Equitable Representation in Kansas

Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to supply testimony in support of transparent and fair redistricting.

I am hoping that in the redistricting process that the legislature will create districts that are fair to
all voters, that clearly recognize "communities of interest" and reduces confusion among
constituents as to who their representatives are.

I reside in Johnson County, but also consider Wyandotte to be part of my community of interest
as we represent the Kansas side of the Kansas City metro area and have similar
urban/suburban concerns.

This district contains 3 of the most populous cities in the state and the 2 counties have similar
population densities per sq. mile. Thus, their interests in schools, roads, transportation, housing,
environment, flood protection, health care, jobs and clean environment are similar.  Their
concerns are not quite the same as those in the more rural areas of the state whose
representatives. For example, people on the KS side of the KC Metro area have identified the
impact on their ability to get to and from work, school, and health care as being impacted by
crowding on the streets and highways. Expansion, improvement, and repair of major highways
is largely dependent on Congressional action. State legislators representing the area develop
relationships with congressional staffers to be sure the community’s needs are met.

Also healthcare delivery system in the current District 3 relies on cooperation and coordination
among facilities both counties, with  the KU Medical School and Hospital in Kansas City Kansas
serving as a regional leader and health care provider for many in Johnson County. It would be
best for these 2 counties to continue to represented by the same District representative.

Kansas residents of the metro area depend on jobs across county lines more
than is common in other areas of the state and which leads to economic and social
connections. Commuting long distances in high traffic volume is common in the metro
region and unique in Kansas.
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The Kansas side of the metropolitan area actively participates in and benefits from metro
regional planning and service provision through MARC and its affiliates. Regional planning at
this level involving so many jurisdictions is unusual in Kansas.

It is also of considerable importance to honor the 2 counties history as a congressional district.
As observed by the Federal Court in its ruling creating the 2012 legislative and congressional
districts for Kansas, “The Court agrees with all of the
recommended plans [presented by parties in the case] that the entirety of Johnson and
Wyandotte Counties should be included in the Third District. Those counties have formed
the core of the Third District for decades, and as the Court concluded in O’Sullivan, they
should be placed in the same district because they “represent the Kansas portion of greater
Kansas City, a major socio-economic unit,” and the counties’ economic, political and cultural
ties are significantly greater than their differences. O’Sullivan, 540 F. Supp. at 1204. The Court
also agrees with O’Sullivan that Wyandotte County should be placed in a single
district so that the voting power of its large minority population may not be diluted. See id.”
(Essex at p. 22). The Court also stated that “The Court’s plan [placing Johnson and
Wyandotte counties in the same congressional district] maintains the voting strength of the
minority population in Wyandotte County. The parties have not identified other possible
issues concerning race or ethnicity. The Court’s plan most effectively furthers state goals of
creating compact and contiguous districts, preserving existing districts, maintaining county
and municipal boundaries and grouping together communities of interest. See O’Sullivan,
540 F. Supp. at 1203.” (Essex at p. 26).

Splitting up these counties would not serve their interests well, and thus be unfair. Their
concerns would be diluted if they were part of a large rural district.

Without detailed 2020 Census data, I cannot make suggestions about the composition of fair
districts at this time. No one, including yourselves, has had an opportunity to see detailed
Census results and identify what changes are required to maintain equality of population in our
districts. I urge the committee to hold additional town halls after census data is available and
Kansans can review that data and offer input. I would encourage that those meetings be
accessible, available online, and announced with enough time to foster engagement.

Current Congressional and Legislative maps were created by the courts and should, as
possible, be altered as little as necessary to fulfill reapportionment shifts. The Kansas City Metro
is currently whole within Kansas’ Third congressional district and should remain in a single
district as residents have shared interests in representation.

I reiterate that I believe the Wyandotte and Johnson counties should continue to be combined in
District 3. Their identities and needs are quite intertwined. Separation or division of these
counties would cause confusion regarding who the representative is and make communicating
with the representive's office staff or directly with the representative problematic.
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Dividing counties and municipalities should be avoided because this dilutes the voice and
representation of these communities.

Respectfully,

Vicki Kohl

1702 E Penrose Ln
Olathe, Kansas 66062
913-782-4905
vmkohl54@gmail.com


